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Oregon Math Project: 2020-21 Review and Revision of K-12 Math Standards 

Do you want to engage in the review and revision of the drafts of the Oregon K-12 math standards? The vision of the Oregon Math 
Project is to transform instruction by attending to student choice, agency, and belonging in mathematics so all learners experience the joy, 
beauty, and wonder of mathematics. The periodic review of the Oregon K-12 mathematics standards scheduled this school year, is an 
opportunity to focus content and align to the vision of transformed math instruction. Online feedback sessions have been set up in January 
and February 2021 to give participants an opportunity to learn more about the K-12 math review and revision. 
Presenters will share current drafts of the Oregon K-12 math standards and how the work of revising state math standards supports success 
for all students through access to high-quality mathematics instruction that includes connecting content expectations to application. Sign-up 
for our Central Oregon sessions.  
 
Counselors for Computing (C4C) 

Technology is transforming the way we learn and work. Join us for this free, one-hour virtual PD, designed and delivered by school 
counselors, that will grow your expertise and ultimately advance equitable opportunities in computer science for your students.  
 
NCWIT Counselors for Computing (C4C) provides professional school counselors with information and resources they can use to support 
ALL students as they explore computer science education and careers. Sign-up for one of three Oregon sessions 

Conferences 

Oregon ACTE 
The Oregon ACTE Board is inviting you to our virtual conference to be held April 1st and 2nd.   The online event, we are calling, 
Virtual Vortex to the Future ,  will give you the opportunity to hear from premier speakers, collaborate with fellow CTE educators, counselors, 
and administrators, and take part in a number of educational professional development sessions all online.  More details are coming on the 
Oregon ACTE website shortly.  *Professional Development funds are available.  

Resources 
● Central Oregon Virtual Explorations - In a collective effort led by the Children’s Forest of Central Oregon, local community 

partners are offering virtual explorations. Access these amazing resources:  Nature Based Distance Learning 
● Oregon Connections Powered by Nepris  - Oregon Connections is the next generation, web-based tool that makes it easy for 

industry professionals to connect with K-20 educators. Professionals can share their skills and expertise to bring real-world, 
authentic learning opportunities to all our students helping to create the next generation of innovators. Through in-person matches 
and virtual sessions, professionals can help students and teachers connect their classroom to the world of work. Together we can 
make a difference. Please contact us for an individual free training  30-minute  workshop  on how to navigate Oregon Connections. 
Participants that attend training will receive a one-year FREE Platinum license with UNLIMITED access to industry professionals.  
 

Contact Us 

Brook Rich - 541.279.1077 Tracy Willson-Scott  - 541.633.3443 

Regine Childs - 541.693.5681 Leslie Waetjen - 541.693.5674 

Kathy Alexander - 541.693.5775 
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